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1. INTRODUCTION
Work Package 10 is concerned with the co-ordination of the European Maritime and Fisheries
Fund (EMFF) Scottish Inshore Fisheries Integrated Data System (SIFIDS) Project. The
SIFIDS Project sought to address key data deficiencies that have to date hampered efforts to
sustainably manage Scotland’s inshore fisheries. It worked to develop hardware, systems and
processes to efficiently and cost-effectively collect, collate, visualise and interrogate
information on the location of inshore fishing activities, fishing effort, catch/bycatch
composition and the socioeconomic role of inshore fishing.
The key objectives of the project were the assessment of current and alternative
methodologies for shellfish data collection/stock assessment; the identification and adaptation
of novel technological solutions (hardware and software) for use in harvesting and transmitting
fisheries data at fine spatial scales, as well as the development of a relational data resource
to collate vessel derived data streams and integrate these sufficiently with other parameters
to facilitate the creation of a decision support tool for fisheries management and use in the
wider marine planning framework.
The SIFIDS project was highly ambitious and given the interdependency of some elements of
the Work Packages and timescale, effective and pro-active oversight of the project was
essential. As part of the approach adopted under the 2014/15 EFF funded project ‘Evidence
Gathering in Support of Sustainable Scottish Fisheries’ provision was made for a work stream
dedicated to the collective oversight and management of the research Work Packages. This
proactive strategy proved highly effective, and alongside the Project Facilitators was
instrumental in the successful delivery of the project and the dissemination of its outputs to
industry. It was proposed therefore that this proven approach be replicated under the SIFIDS
Project.
WP10 did not contribute directly to the project’s research outputs, however, the SIFIDS Project
coordination team (comprising members of the MASTS Directorate based at the University of
St Andrews) contributed indirectly through the active monitoring of progress made under Work
Packages 1 through 9, using agreed milestones and research objectives as markers. The high
level of interconnection between the Work Packages necessitated close monitoring and this
ultimately proved instrumental to the successful delivery of the SIFIDS Project. In addition,
the team worked to resolve any issues or problems that arose during the course of the project
be those internal or involving external parties, as well as responding to queries. During the
2014/15 EFF funded project utilising designated points of contact (the Project Facilitators and
Project management) rather than leaving such matters to be addressed by individual work
package teams proved to be a highly effective approach. The Project coordination team were
also responsible for overseeing the day to day activities of the two regionally based Project
Facilitators recruited under WP7, the regular reporting of progress to the funders (Marine
Scotland/Scottish Government) and the collation and submission of all claims against the
projects EMFF grant.
The overarching management provided by the SIFIDS Project Coordination Team was to
promote the cohesive working (between Work Packages) necessary for the achievement of
the projects overall objective that being an effective, fit for purpose inshore fisheries data
collection system and decision support tool. Facilitating this, regular collective project review
meetings were organised to bring together the various work package teams to review progress
5

and discuss potential areas of overlap. These meetings proved extremely valuable during both
the 2014/15 EFF funded project and SIFIDS, particularly in preventing duplication of effort
across related Work Packages. Where deemed necessary and supplemental to these
collective gatherings, remote meetings utilising online video conferencing were employed,
whenever practicable, to maximise efficiency and minimise costs.
The SIFIDS Project ran from October 2016 to March 2020.
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Mark James – Project Principal Investigator
John Thompson1/Hannah Ladd-Jones – Project Manager
Tanya Harkins – Financial Coordinator
Emma Defew – General Co-ordination and Recorder of Project Impact Related Materials and
Statistics.

Work Package Objectives
1. Monitor progress and ultimately oversee the delivery of the stated objectives of Work
Packages 1 through 9, culminating in the provision of final reports (as well as any
prototype equipment and systems) to the project funder (Scottish Government).
2. Agree and facilitate a series of collective project review meetings (including an
inception meeting at the commencement of the project).
3. Prepare and submit timely claims against the EMFF project grant.
4. Oversee the day-to-day activities of the three regionally based Project Facilitators
recruited under WP7.
5. Report on project/work package progress to designated individual/s within Marine
Scotland.
6. In conjunction with the Project Facilitators act as the designated point of contact for
the SIFIDS project and utilise opportunities to promote the project to industry, the
scientific community and wider public.

1

John Thompson left the role as Project Manager in December 2017 and Hannah Ladd-Jones commenced January 2018
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2. APPROACH
1. The SIFIDS Project Coordination Team arranged a project inception meeting
(December 2016) where all Work Package contractors/leads met, and key project and
financial reporting requirements were outlined and agreed upon. (Objective 1).
2. A schedule of collective project review meeting dates (every 3 to 4 months) were
agreed by Work Package (WP) contractors/leads, Marine Scotland representatives
and where applicable/appropriate Regional Inshore Fisheries Group (RIFG) Chairs.
When necessary the date of an agreed collective review meeting was changed to
facilitate logistics and accommodate the progress of a WP. If a WP was deemed to
have deviated from the agreed schedule of work or it’s approach to an objective
needed to be amended (i.e. a primary milestone has been missed) additional meetings
with that WP team were organised. A flexible approach to communicating and
monitoring WPs was undertaken by the Project Coordination Team (PCT).
Amendments to WPs were communicated to and consented by Marine Scotland and
subsequently to the EMFF Grants team. (Objective 2).
3. The Project’s Finance Coordinator and Project Manager managed the collation of
evidence of project expenditure and submitted quarterly claims for repayment against
the EMFF project grant. Requested amendments to WP budget totals or reallocation
of budget purpose were communicated to and consented by Marine Scotland and
subsequently to the EMFF Grants team. (Objective 3).
4. Through regular online/phone meetings and daily email correspondence the SIFIDS
PCT oversaw and agreed the activities of the Project Facilitators ensuring that their
time is allocated proportionally across WPs 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. (Objective 4).
5. The SIFIDS PCT undertook the submission of regular (at least quarterly) project
progress updates to the Head of Inshore Fisheries and Coastal Communities during
the original duration of the project. The progress reports were also submitted alongside
every financial claim onto the EMFF portal. Representatives of Marine Scotland
Science received a standing open invitation to all collective project review meetings.
Internal meetings between the PCT and representatives of Marine Scotland were
organised throughout the entire duration of the Project, in addition to the larger
collective review meetings. (Objectives 1 and 5).
6. The PCT oversaw the submission of all the interim and final Work Package reports to
the Head of Inshore Fisheries and Coastal Communities, or other designated
representatives of Marine Scotland, as well as the handover of any applicable
hardware or software developed under the project. The Project Manager organised for
the final reports of Work Packages 1, 3, 4, 5, 8B to be both internally (a representative
9

from Marine Scotland) and externally (an expert in the field) reviewed, prior to their
submission to the Head of Inshore Fisheries and Coastal Communities, or other
designated representative of Marine Scotland. (Objective 1).
7. The

SIFIDS

Project

Manager

responded,

where

appropriate,

to

all

correspondence/queries relating to the project within 48-72 hours of receipt. Online or
face-to-face meetings were also organised with members of external teams or
organisations to the project who were interested in SIFIDS. (Objective 6).
8. The SIFIDS PCT reviewed and signed off on all publicity and external media forwarded
by the work package teams relating to the SIFIDS Project. All material was sent to the
Head of Inshore Fisheries and Coastal Communities, or other designated
representative of Marine Scotland for approval before release. (Objective 6).
9. The SIFIDS PCT organised, in agreement with Marine Scotland and WP
contractors/leads, to have the Project represented/promoted at appropriate public
meetings, such as; Scottish Inshore Fisheries, Annual Scottish Fishing Conferences
and the MASTS Annual Science Meeting. (Objective 6).
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3. DELIVERABLES AND OUTPUTS
A breakdown of activities held or attended by the Project Coordination Team and/or Project
Facilitators can be found in Appendix 1.
1. Five collective project review meetings were attended by representatives of all Work
Packages. The meetings were organised to allow the various project work package
teams to come together to present their progress to date/next steps and discuss
potential areas of overlap and synergy. For each meeting there was an open invitation
extended to Marine Scotland Science colleagues with an interest in the research being
conducted to attend these meetings. Attendees external to the SIFIDS Project are
listed in the Appendix 2.
The collective review meetings were held:
May 2017
September 2017
April 2018
October 2018
February 2019
2. Written or verbal briefings to the Head of Inshore Fisheries and Coastal Communities
(or designated representative) on project progress were held on at least a quarterly
basis. The scheduling of these were often organised to coincide being prior to the
collective project review meetings to maximise efficiency. Internal meetings were also
held when it was felt appropriate, particularly when there had been significant
developments.
3. Regular communication with the Project Facilitators took place throughout the duration
of the SIFIDS Project, including regular emails (daily – weekly), online meetings and
telephone discussions (as and when required) in addition to the collective review
meetings. Amendments to WP7’s objectives were approved by Marine Scotland and
are documented in the Work Package’s final report.
4. The response to any queries/requests from industry, contractors or Project Facilitators
were handled predominately by the Project Manager by phone or email within 72 hours
of receipt. On occasion, meetings were organised and held at the University of St
Andrews. The Project Facilitators were the first point of contact for fishers wishing to
become more involved in the project or to find out more information. More information
on their communication with industry can be found in WP7’s final report.
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a. Throughout the SIFIDS Project the project management team received many
enquiries from external organisations and researchers regarding the project
and its Work Package outputs. The Project Management team responded to
each enquiry and often organised an online meeting to outline the Project in
full. In addition, the project received many invitations to present the objectives
and preliminary work of the project (see Appendix 1). External interest received
came from organisations, such as:
i. Hydrographic Office
ii. Fisheries Innovation Scotland
iii. Coastal Producer Organisation
iv. Community of Arran Seabed Trust
v. EMODnet
vi. Vericatch
vii. Joint Nature Conservation Committee
viii. Open Seas
ix. Marine Scotland Science
x. Future of Fish
xi. Met Office
xii. Fish Mongers Company
xiii. Bangor University
xiv. Marine Management Organisation
xv. Fishmongers – Future of Fisheries
xvi. Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities
xvii. Regional Inshore Fisheries Groups
xviii. Seafish
5. To distribute information regarding the project a SIFIDS Project webpage was created:
https://www.masts.ac.uk/research/emff-sifids-project/.

A

project

brochure

was

designed and printed; this was distributed conferences, meetings, workshops were
appropriate to individuals interested in the project. The brochure was also uploaded to
the SIFIDS website. A short, animated video was created by Kyla Orr (WP7)
summarising how the SIFIDS Project was uploaded onto SIFIDS Project website and
MASTS YouTube page. Various local and national papers published pieces on the
project’s success as obtaining funds.
An article outlining the Project and its objectives was published in the 2018 spring
Scottish Regional Inshore Fisheries Groups newsletter. An update article was
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subsequently published in the newsletter’s 2019 spring edition. In addition, an interim
online update was circulated to project participants August 2018 (Appendix 3).
To provide project participants, fishery officers and any other stakeholders a summary
the project’s outputs and work, a round up newsletter was drafted December 2019 and
sent to Marine Scotland for circulation. At the end of the Project in March 2020 the
newsletter had not been published (Appendix 4).
Short videos summarising the results and findings of selected Work Packages were
produced (2 – 7 minutes). The videos provided an alternative and engaging format to
disseminate the results of the Work Packages. The videos were uploaded on the
SIFIDS webpage and MASTS YouTube channel. The aim of uploading the videos
online was to provide the opportunity for anyone to watch the videos, use them at
meetings or share them with others. Videos were submitted to Marine Scotland for
authorisation to publish. Further information regarding the videos can be found in the
final WP7 report. At the end of the Project in March 2020 the videos had not been
published.
6. A key responsibility of the PCT was to keep inshore fishery stakeholders updated with
the project’s progress, this was also undertaken by the Project Facilitators.
Representation of the SIFIDS Project at the Scottish Inshore Fisheries Conference
(2017 and 2018) and MASTS Annual Science Meeting (2018 and 2019) assisted this
objective. Other forms of project representation undertaken by the PCT and Project
facilitation is outlined in Appendix 1.
7. Upon successful completion of a work package its final report was submitted to Marine
Scotland. At the end of the Project in March 2020 none of the final reports had been
released into the public domain. The PCT will upload all final reports onto the SIFIDS
webpage when granted the authorisation to do so from Marine Scotland. All final
reports were reviewed by the PCT before final submission to Marine Scotland. Due to
their technical nature, the final reports from Work Packages 2A/B, 6, 7 and 8a were
not reviewed externally. Work Packages 1, 3, 4, 5 and 8B were externally reviewed.
The aim of the external review was to have the Work Package’s approach critically
evaluated and to ensure their objectives had been achieved (Table 1). An additional
final report was created for WP6, the WP6 Plus final report documents the additional
research undertaken by the PCT and technical members within the University of St
Andrews with regards to low-cost tracking device field tests and the further
development of the SIFIDS graphic user interface.
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Table 1. The reviewers of each Work Package (WP) and their affiliated organisation.
WP
1
1
1
1
3

Reviewer
Liz Clarke
Paul Hart
Magnus Johnson
Helen Dobby
John Baxter

Organisation
Marine Scotland Science
University of Leicester
University of Hull
Marine Scotland Science
Previous Principal Marine Adviser at Scottish Natural
Heritage
Marine Analytical Unit of Marine Scotland

4
4

Cornelius
Chikwama
Estelle Jones

4

Kate Johnson

Hariot Watt University

4

Nick Hanley

University of Glasgow

5
8b
8b
8b

David Donnan
Andronikos Nikos
Estanis Mugerza
Lucia Zarauz

Scottish Natural Heritage
Marine Scotland Science
AZTI Tecnalia
AZTI Tecnalia

Marine Scotland Science

Information regarding the hardware specifications developed and software written by
Work Package teams were passed to Marine Scotland.
8. Throughout the project there were several amendments to the way that WP’s were to
meet their objectives, for instance, to ensure WP2B met its objective of “Design a deck
based data collection tool that can capture species, sex, length, fishing effort, fate of
catch, and quantity caught, and be able to automatically process some of this data and
send it to the OBCDCS being developed in WP2A” there had to be a reallocation
budget which was approved initially by Marine Scotland and then communicated to
the EMFF team. Financial amendments are discussed below in the Financial Claims
section.
Other amendments that did not require a budget reallocation included the project’s
extension from its original end date of 31st May 2019 to 29th February 2020. The
Project’s extension was the result of underspend in some University of St Andrews
based Work Packages, such as poor weather restricting field work for WP3. The
extension also provided staff the time to collate all the requested information for the
financial claims, which included additional evidence for previously submitted and
accepted claims.
9. Despite being unable to distribute the SIFIDS newsletter and Work Package videos at
the end of the project, all fishers who assisted the project by either hosting kit on their
vessels or used the SIFIDS FISH1 app (see Work Package 5 for more details) were
contacted in March 2020 with their personal log-in details to the SIFIDS graphic user
interface. This action was to provide fishers/vessel owners the opportunity to see the
data that was collected by SIFIDS developed kit and software about their vessels.
Fishers were contacted individually with their log-in details and a user-guide document.
By allowing fishers access to the SIFIDS graphic user interface the project has built a
demonstratable feedback loop to the fishers – providing them their data. This action
was not an original objective of the project, but it was a fundamental principle to enable
14

fishers access to their data. The University of St Andrews will maintain the graphic user
interface until the end of May 2020. The PCT will collate any feedback on the graphic
user interface from the fishers in order to understand what worked and what did not,
but this will not form a formal report.
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Financial Claims
Throughout the project’s duration financial claims were collated by the Project’s financial
coordinator and University of St Andrews Finance and Support team (FAS). It was agreed
within the SIFIDS Project award letter that a financial claim would be uploaded onto the EMFF
portal. Claims included all of the Project’s financial expenditures during that quarter, including
invoices from subcontractors and University of St Andrews salary information. In October 2018
the SIFIDS PCT were notified of an upcoming random financial audit by the Scottish
Government Internal Audit Directorate. The audit covered the Project’s procurement and
second financial claim (March, April and May 2017). Upon notification, two meetings at the
University of St Andrews were organised by the Project Manager to assist the audit, 4th and
11th December 2018. Relevant paperwork was provided at both meetings and uploaded onto
an online secure shared folder by which members of staff could submit requested
documentation as and when needed. Communications between the Project Manager and the
Internal Audit and Assurance team assisted the audit of both the project’s procurement and
second financial claim.
A consequence of the audit was that the subsequent financial claims submitted to EMFF were
required to be more in depth than initially agreed at the outset of the Project. In particular, the
salary breakdown information for each member of University of St Andrews staff working on
the project, including information regarding individuals pay from previously submitted and paid
claims. The PCT was heavily dependent on the University’s internal Human Resources team
for the provision of the required information, however, due to sheer volume of data requested
this was a hugely time-consuming exercise for all members of staff involved. In particular,
many data entries had to be redacted from official documentation to protect other working
members of staff payment details. Due to the size of the Project’s financial claims, face to face
meetings between the Project’s key finance team and EMFF were held at the University of St
Andrews. It was found to be highly beneficial for all to discuss the financial claims in person
and allowed staff to provided requested information on the day directly to EMFF team.
During the project, there were five between Work Package budget reallocations. Justification
for the requested reallocation of budget was sent to the Head of Inshore Fisheries and Coastal
Communities, or other designated representatives of Marine Scotland. Each movement was
documented as a Notification of Change on the EMFF online portal. A new Amended Award
Letter which was signed by the Head of Marine Scotland Grants Team and by the Head of
Financial Advice and Support at the University of St Andrews after each movement.

Movement 1
£5,500 from WP10 to WP2B (Seascope Fisheries Research Ltd)
To pay for the salary of a PhD student who conducted the brown crab and lobster
morphometric study discussed in the WP2A/B final report.

Movement 2
£11,5002 from WP8B to WP2B (Seascope Fisheries Research Ltd)

2

Originally written to Marine Scotland in two separate movements of £8000 to develop the ASSSID equipment and £3500 as
incentive payment - £2500 (5x£500) and a further £1000 one off payment to cover the vessel chosen to conduct additional
ASSSID trials.
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To pay for the development of the crab and lobster 2D laser ASSSID (Automated
Species, Size and Sex Identification) in WP2b and to provide payment to fishers who
granted Seascope to trial equipment on their vessels, Please see the WP2A/B final
report for more information.

Movement 3
£17,416.80 from WP3 to WP2B (Seascope Fisheries Research Ltd)
To pay for additional observer work on other scallop dive vessels and nephrop creelers
to extend the applicability of the models developed for crabs and lobster creelers under
WP8b.

Movement 4
£8395.14 from WP5 and £3549.89 from WP8B to WP10
The resulting increased workload due to EMFF requests for further documentation as
part of the financial claims had not been budgeted for in the Project Manager’s and
Financial Coordinator salary, thus budget was moved.

Movement 5
A total of £1,449.82 was removed from WPs 2b, 9 and 10 and added to WP7, 9a and
10a3. The movement covered a small overspent in WP7 and the overhead expenditure
for WP9 and 10. The resulting increasing workload due to EMFF request for further
documents for the financial claims has not budgeted for the project Managers and
Financial Coordinator overhead, thus budget was moved.

The overall budget total for the SIFIDS Project did not change. Final expenditure of the project
was £1,497,980.52. Project financial claim components that were not accepted due to
insufficient paperwork totalled £1,763.88.

3

WP9a and WP10a were the “Simplified cost option (overheads)” budgets for the University of St Andrews WPs.
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APPENDIX 1. INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Table 1. Meetings, presentations and other forms of engagement summary given or attended by the Project Coordination Team and/or
Project Facilitators (WP7).
Month/Year

Communication

By

Main Audience

Feb-17

Presentation to Outer Hebrides RIFG Meeting, via video
conference (VC).

Ali McKnight, Kyla Orr (WP7
facilitators)

Outer Hebrides RIFG executive committee and
attendees

Mar-17

Attended North and East Coast RIFG Meeting, Perth

Kathryn Logan (WP7 facilitator)

N&EC RIFG
attendees

Mar-17

Presented at
Conference

Mark James

various members of Marine Scotland
Compliance, predominately Fishery Officers

Apr-17
Apr-17

Presented at West Coast RIFG Meeting, Glasgow
Scottish Inshore Fisheries Conference - Session to
introduce the EMFF-funded Scottish Inshore Fisheries
Integrated Data System (SIFIDS) Project

WC RIFG executive committee and attendees
Conference attendees

Apr-17

Meeting
with Fisherman's
Mutual Association,
Pittenweem about recruiting fishers to host observers
(WP8)

Kyla Orr (WP7 facilitator)
presentations from Mark James,
Jim Watson, all Work Package
team leaders, including WP7
facilitators
Kyla Orr and Kathryn Logan
(WP7 facilitators)

May-17

Collective Review meeting of all SIFIDS Work Package
and overall progress

Presentations from all Work
Package team leaders

May-17

Meeting with North West Responsible Fisherman's
Association, Kyleakin, about recruiting fishers to host
observers (WP8)

Kyla Orr (WP7 facilitator)

Members of Marine Scotland and chair of WC
rIFG
Members from Marine Scotland Policy,
Compliance and Science and any other teams
deemed appropriate were openly invited to the
meeting
Members of North West Responsible
Fisherman's Association

May-17

SIFIDS leaflets circulated and contacts made at Skippers
expo

Kathryn Logan (WP7 facilitator)

the

Marine

Scotland

Compliance

executive

committee

and

Chair of Fisherman's Mutual Association,
Pittenweem

Fishermen delegates and stand-holders
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Sep-17

Collective Review meeting of all SIFIDS Work Package
and overall progress

Presentations from all Work
Package team leaders

Members of Marine Scotland and chair of WC
rIFG
Members from Marine Scotland Policy,
Compliance and Science and any other teams
deemed appropriate were openly invited to the
meeting
N&EC RIFG executive committee and
attendees

Sep-17

Brief project update provided at North and East coast
RIFG meeting, Perth

Kathryn Logan (WP7 facilitator)

Oct-17

Attendance and delivery of SIFIDS presentation at Marine
Scotland Compliance Conference, Aviemore

Kyla Orr, Ali McKnight (WP7
facilitators) and Tania Mendo

Conference attendees (MS Compliance)

Oct-17
Oct-17

Presented at West Coast RIFG Meeting, Glasgow
Port visits made by facilitators to following locations to
recruit vessels to host observes for WP8: Oban, Balvicar,
Stonehaven and Montrose

Kyla Orr (WP7 facilitator)
Kyla Orr and Ali McKnight (WP7
facilitators)

WC RIFG executive committee and attendees
Face-to-face communication with fishers at
ports

Nov-17

Port visits made by facilitator to recruit vessels to host
observers for WP8 incl. Eyemouth, Burnmouth and St
Abb

Kathryn Logan (WP7 facilitator)

Face-to-face communication with fishers at
ports and local Fishery Officer

Jan-18

Brief update and flyer provided at North and East Coast
RIFG, Perth

Kathryn Logan (WP7 facilitator)

N&EC RIFG
attendees

Feb-18

SIFIDS internal update meeting

Hannah Ladd-Jones and Mark
James

Marine Scotland policy

Mar-18

Presented at Marie Scotland Compliance Conference

Hannah Ladd-Jones, Kyla Orr
(WP7) and Ali McKnight (WP7)

various members of Marine Scotland
Compliance, predominantly Fishery Officers

Apr-18

Collective Review meeting of all SIFIDS Work Package
and overall progress

Presentations from all Work
Package team leaders

Apr-18

SIFIDS article published in Spring 2018 RIFG newsletter

Project Co-ordination Team and
WP7 facilitators

Members of Marine Scotland and chair of WC
rIFG
Members from Marine Scotland Policy,
Compliance and Science and any other teams
deemed appropriate were openly invited to the
meeting
Marine Scotland, RIFG members, SIFIDS
participants and wider stakeholders and
fisheries interests.

executive

committee

and
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Apr-18

Presentation to Outer Hebrides RIFG Meeting, via video
conference (V-C).

Ali McKnight, Kyla Orr (WP7
facilitators)

Outer Hebrides RIFG executive committee and
attendees

Apr-18

Update provided at North and East Coast RIFG Meeting,
Perth

Kathryn Logan (WP7 facilitator)

N&EC RIFG
attendees

May-18
Jun-18

Presented at West Coast RIFG Meeting, Glasgow
Port visits made by facilitators at following locations
recruit vessels to host observes for WP8: Mallaig,
Glenuig, Gairloch, Ullapool, Achiltiebuie

Kyla Orr (WP7 facilitator)
Kyla Orr and Ali McKnight (WP7
facilitators)

WC RIFG executive committee and attendees
Face-to-face communication with fishers at
ports

May-18

Attended and distributed information at Aberdeen Skipper
Expo

Hannah
Ladd-Jones
Kathryn Logan (WP7)

Public and other organisations attending

Jun-18

Poster presented at International Fisheries Observer &
Monitoring Conference "Identifying fishing behaviours of
inshore fishing vessels targeting crabs and lobsters
around Scotland"

Mark James and Grant Course
(Seascope, WP2a, 2b, 6 and 8a)

Conference attendees

Jul-18

Attended the Bi-Annual Scottish Fishing Conference
2018 for networking and disseminating the work of
SIFIDS where appropriate

Hannah Ladd-Jones

Conference attendees

Aug-18

Brief update provided at North and East Coast RIFG,
Perth

Kathryn Logan (WP7 facilitator)

N&EC RIFG
attendees

Aug-18

e-Newsletter issued to SIFIDS participants providing
project update

Project facilitators

All SIFIDS participants

Sep-18

SIFIDS internal update meeting

Hannah Ladd-Jones and Mark
James

Marine Scotland policy

Oct-18

Online SIFIDS Internal update meeting to discuss the
content of SIFIDS workshop at the MASTS ASM 2018

Hannah Ladd-Jones and Mark
James

Marine Scotland policy

Oct-18

Collective Review meeting of all SIFIDS Work Package
and overall progress

Presentations from all Work
Package team leaders

Members of Marine Scotland and chair of WC
rIFG
Members from Marine Scotland Policy,
Compliance and Science and any other teams
deemed appropriate were openly invited to the
meeting

and

executive

executive

committee

committee

and

and
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Oct-18

Hosted a SIFIDS workshop at the Inshore Fisheries
Conference which aimed to inform attendees of the
SIFIDS WPs and their results/work, and to get feedback
from the industry

Led by Hannah Ladd-Jones and
Mark James with presentations
from all Work Package team
leaders

Attendees of the workshop: fishers, Marine
Scotland members, national and local fishing
associations

Oct-18

Hosted evening port-side meetings / drop-in sessions in
Kyleakin and Arbroath for fishers to learn about WP5
smartphone App and enrol in trial

Kyla Orr (WP 7 facilitator)

Meetings were intended for fishers, however
attendance was very low (~ 2 fishers per event).

Nov-18

Hosted evening port-side meetings / drop-in sessions in
Tarbert and Campbeltown for fishers to learn about WP5
smartphone App and enrol in trial

Ali McKnight (WP 7 facilitator)

Meetings were intended for fishers, however
attendance was very low (~ 2 fishers per event).

Nov-18

Poster at MASTS ASM 2018 "Using mobile phone
technology to capture small scale fisheries data – is this
the future?"

Hannah Ladd-Jones

MASTS ASM attendees

Nov-18

Hosted a SIFIDS Workshop at the MASTS ASM to
discuss the results of the SIFIDS Work Packages and to
feedback from those in government involved in aspects
of inshore fisheries management

Led by Hannah Ladd-Jones and
Mark James with presentations
from all Work Package team
leaders

Jan-19

Attended the Fishing Industry Coastal Community
Conference to disseminate the work of SIFIDS where
appropriate

Mark James

Members of Marine Scotland and chair of WC
rIFG
Members from Marine Scotland Policy,
Compliance and Science and any other teams
deemed appropriate were openly invited to the
meeting
Attendees

Jan-19

Attended Community Inshore Fisheries Alliance (CIFA)
meeting in Glasgow to liaise with key members and
promote SIFIDS

Ali McKnight (WP 7 facilitator)

Members of CIFA, members of Marine
Scotland, the wider public and politicians.

Feb-19

SIFIDS internal update meeting

Hannah Ladd-Jones and Mark
James

Marine Scotland policy

Feb-19

Collective Review meeting of all SIFIDS Work Package
and overall progress

Presentations from all Work
Package team leaders

Members of Marine Scotland and chair of WC
rIFG
Members from Marine Scotland Policy,
Compliance and Science and any other teams
deemed appropriate were openly invited to the
meeting
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Feb-19

Poster at Scotland's International Marine Conference
"Electronic reporting and collection of data on Scotland’s
small-scale inshore fishing fleet"

Hannah Ladd-Jones

Public and other attendees

Mar-19
Apr-19

Presentation at West Coast RIFG meeting
SIFIDS internal update meeting

Ali McKnight (WP 7 facilitator)
Hannah Ladd-Jones and Mark
James

WC RIFG executive committee and attendees
Marine Scotland policy

May-19

Attended "tackling Marine plastics through the fishing
gear value" to understand the impacts of fishing gear on
the environment and highlight work on vessels monitoring
techniques developed in the SIFIDS Project

Hannah
Ladd-Jones
Kathryn Logan (WP7)

fishers, national and local fisher association
representatives,
environmental
groups,
members of Marine Scotland and other
governmental teams

May-19

Presentation at Clyde Fishermen’s Association AGM

Kathryn Logan (WP7)

Jun-19

Presentation (by VC) to Outer Hebrides RIFG meeting

Ali McKnight (WP 7 facilitator)

Jun-19

SIFIDS internal update meeting

Hannah Ladd-Jones and Mark
James

Marine Scotland policy

Jul-19

Attended the Future of Fisheries National Discussion
Event to participate in discussion with interests in inshore
fisheries and disseminate the results of SIFIDS where
appropriate

Hannah Ladd-Jones and Ali
McKnight (WP7)

Attendees: members of Marine Scotland,
environmental groups, representatives of
national and local fishery associations,

Aug-19
Sep-19

Presentation at WC RIFG meeting
SIFIDS internal update meeting

Ali McKnight (WP 7 facilitator)
Hannah Ladd-Jones and Mark
James

WC RIFG executive committee and attendees
Marine Scotland policy

Sep-19

Presentation at Solway Firth Coastal partnership meeting

Ali McKnight (WP 7 facilitator)

Solway Firth Partnership members and invitees

Sep-19

Presented at NE Coast rIFG meeting

Hannah Ladd-Jones and Mark
James

Sep-19

Presentation at Solway Firth Partnership Sub-group
meeting

Ali McKnight (WP 7 facilitator)

Attendees:
RIFG members, local fisher
representatives, organisations and Marine
Scotland members
Solway Firth Partnership - sub group members

and

Clyde FA members and guests including
various Marine Scotland and other agency
representatives
Outer Hebrides RIFG members and attendees
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Sep-19

Presented a talk at the Seafish UKFEN inshore fisheries
socio-economic symposium summarising the results of
WP 4 and discussing other results of the SIFIDS Project

Hannah
Ladd-Jones
and
Andrew Parker (Imani, WP4)

Members of inshore fishery research group,
socio-economists,
environmental
groups,
representatives of national and local fishery
associations

Oct-19

Attended Priority Marine Features Review meeting,
Edinburgh, to share information

Ali McKnight and Kyla Orr (WP
7 facilitators)

Delegates representing multiple organisations

Oct-19

2 x posters at MASTS ASM - "Low-cost solar trackers –
how off-the-shelf equipment can be used to collect data
from smalls-scale fisheries" and "The feedback loop –
providing Scottish inshore fishers their unseen data "

Rene Swift and Swithun Crowe

MASTS ASM attendees (including Hannah
Ladd-Jones and WP7 facilitators networking.)

Oct-19

2 x presentations at MASTS ASM - “Factors affecting
small scale fishers' behaviour in Scotland" and "The
Scottish Inshore Fisheries Integrated Data System - what
has been achieved?"

Janneke
James

MASTS ASM fisheries session attendees

Oct-19

Presentation at ‘International Conference of Oceans
Governance in Archipelagic Regions’ about the
Governance for sustainability highlighting the results of
using low-cost trackers as a cost-effective system for
managing small-scale fisheries using SIFIDS work as an
example

Mark James

Conference attendees

Oct-19

Attended the Seafish ‘Future of Our Inshore Fisheries’
Conference to distribute information about the SIFIDS
Project

Hannah Ladd-Jones

Oct-19

Presented at SNH's ‘Understanding Fish in Inshore
Waters’ workshop about SIFIDS technological
developments and results from initial trials

Hannah Ladd-Jones

Attendees: inshore fishery researchers,
environmental group representatives, fishers
from across the UK, representatives of national
and local fishery associations
Attendees: fishery researchers, SNH members,
governmental environment teams

Oct-19

Presented at the Berwickshire Shellfish Symposium
discussing the results of the SIFIDS project

Hannah Ladd-Jones

Ransijn

and

Mark

Attendees: local fishers, fishery researchers,
representatives of national and local fishery
associations and teams
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Oct-19

Presented at Peru’s National Innovation Program on
Fisheries and Aquaculture the innovative technological
solutions SIFIDS had developed for management smallscale fisheries

Mark James

Attendees: fishery researchers from South
American countries and around the world,
representatives of national and local fishery
associations
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APPENDIX 2. EXTERNAL ATTENDEES TO THE COLLECTIVE REVIEW MEETINGS
A list of all attendees external to the SIFIDS Project who attended the collective review meetings
13th December 2016
• Jim Watson
(Marine Scotland)
• Nick Lake (Marine
Scotland)
• Alastair McNeill
(Chair, West Coast
RIFG)
• Jim Furness (Omni
Marine
(consultant))

5th May 2017
• Nick Lake (Marine
Scotland)
• Estelle Jones
(Marine Scotland)
• Alastair McNeill
(Chair, West Coast
RIFG)

27th September 2017
• Jim Watson
(Marine Scotland)
• Nick Lake (Marine
Scotland)
• Estelle Jones
(Marine Scotland)
• Alastair McNeill
(Chair, West Coast
RIFG)

3rd April 2018
• Jim Watson
(Marine Scotland)
• Nick Lake (Marine
Scotland)
• Allan Gibb (Head of
Sea Fisheries
Policy)
• Jane MacPherson
(Marine Scotland)
• David Turnball
(Marine Analytical
Unit)
• Kerrie Campbell
(Marine Scotland
Change Projects)
• Ally Young (Marine
Scotland
Compliance)
• Andronikos Kafas
(Marine Scotland
Science)
• Carlos Mesquita
(Marine Scotland
Science)
• David Donnan
(Scottish Natural
Heritage)
• Alastair McNeill
(Chair, West Coast
RIFG)

4th October 2018
• Cornilius
Chikwama (Marine
Scotland)
• Estelle Jones
(Marine Scotland)

14th February 2019
• Nick Lake (Marine
Scotland)
• David Turnball
(Marine Analytical
Unit)
• Ally Young (Marine
Scotland Compliance)
• David Donnan
(Scottish Natural
Heritage)
• Alastair McNeill
(Chair, West Coast
RIFG)
• Diane Buchanan
(Marine Scotland)
• Gordon Hart (Marine
Scotland Policy)
• Campbell Pert
(Future Fisheries
Management)
• Ally Young (Marine
Scotland Compliance)
• Anne McLay (Marine
Scotland Science),
• Paul Haddon (Senior
Fishery Officer)
• Norman Fletcher
(Fully Documented
Fisheries)
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APPENDIX 3. SIFIDS NEWSLETTER SENT IN AUGUST 2018 TO
PROJECT PARTICIPANTS (3 PAGES)
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APPENDIX 4. SUMMARY SIFIDS ROUND-UP NEWSLETTER (16 PAGES)
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